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Translating genomic exploration
of the family Polyomaviridae into confident
human polyomavirus detection

Sergio Kamminga,1,2,4,6,* Igor A. Sidorov,1,4,* Michaël Tadesse,1 Els van der Meijden,1 Caroline de Brouwer,1

Hans L. Zaaijer,2 Mariet C.W. Feltkamp,1,5,* and Alexander E. Gorbalenya1,3,5,*
SUMMARY

The Polyomaviridae is a family of ubiquitous dsDNA viruses that establish persis-
tent infection early in life. Screening for human polyomaviruses (HPyVs), which
comprise 14 diverse species, relies upon species-specific qPCRs whose validity
may be challenged by accelerating genomic exploration of the virosphere. Using
this reasoning, we tested 64 published HPyV qPCR assays in silico against the
1781 PyV genome sequences that were divided in targets and nontargets, based
on anticipated species specificity of each qPCR. We identified several cases of
problematic qPCR performance that were confirmed in vitro and corrected
through using degenerate oligos. Furthermore, our study ranked 8 out of 52
tested BKPyV qPCRs as remaining of consistently high quality in the wake of
recent PyV discoveries and showed how sensitivity of most other qPCRs could
be rescued by annealing temperature adjustment. This study establishes an
efficient framework for ensuring confidence in available HPyV qPCRs in the
genomic era.
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INTRODUCTION

Polyomaviruses are ubiquitous dsDNA viruses that are transmitted early in life and establish asymptomatic

persistent infection (Kean et al., 2009; van der Meijden et al., 2013). On average, a healthy individual is in-

fected with nine different human polyomaviruses (HPyVs) during life-time (Gossai et al., 2016; Kamminga

et al., 2018). In elderly and immunocompromised patients, HPyVs can cause symptomatic infection, such

as nephropathy in kidney transplant patients and progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy in HIV pa-

tients and patients treated with particular immunomodulatory drugs. Natural known diversity of HPyVs

and diseases associated with some of the HPyV infections are summarized in Table 1. HPyVs are classified

into 14 species, separated by at least 15% residue differences within the large T antigen coding sequence.

Thirteen species names include ‘‘Human polyomavirus’’ followed by a number from 1 to 14 in italic (Table 1).

For instance, BK polyomavirus (BKPyV) belongs to the speciesHuman polyomavirus 1 within this taxonomic

nomenclature framework. One of the species,Human polyomavirus 12, was recently renamed to Sorex ara-

neus polyomavirus 1, because its prototypic virus HPyV12 was found to be almost identical to Shrew poly-

omavirus 1 in genome sequence analysis (Gedvilaite et al., 2017; Moens et al., 2017).

Humans are tested for the presence of HPyVs using ‘‘diagnostic’’ virus-specific PCRs that target viruses of a

certain species. These are usually validated and certified at the time of design and thereafter periodically

through external quality assessment. Both PCR oligo design and assessment, conducted in silico and

in vitro, respectively, are defined by few target viruses. Researchers select target viruses from the available

sampling that varies considerably for different polyomaviruses, due to the biased knowledge about natural

variation of the respective viruses at the time of the PCR design and availability of the viral genomes and

panel samples. Pathogenic strains, of JC polyomavirus (JCPyV) for example, are more likely to be

sequenced and thus relatively overrepresented in sequence repositories compared with persistent, aviru-

lent strains. Likewise, closely related variants of the previously identified strains may dominate divergent

variants simply because they are readily recognized by currently used PCR primer and probe sets. Ideally,

it would be desirable to link updates of diagnostic PCRs to the continuous advancement of our knowledge

about natural polyomavirus variation due to expanded genome sequencing (Figure 1), but this may be
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Table 1. Polyomavirus species, including human viruses, that were analyzed in this study

Species Virus (name acronym)

Main disease

associated

with infection

Seroprevalence

%a Specimen

Year of virus

discovery

(reference)

Human polyomavirus

1

BK polyomavirus

(BKPyV)

Transplant nephropathy;

hemorrhagic cystitis

99 Urine 1971 (Gardner et al., 1971)

Human polyomavirus

2

JC polyomavirus

(JCPyV)

Progressive multifocal

leukoencephalopathy (PML)

63 Brain 1971 (Padgett et al., 1971)

Human polyomavirus

3

Karolinska Institutet

polyomavirus (KIPyV)

Respiratory illness 92 Nasopharynx 2007 (Allander et al., 2007)

Human polyomavirus

4

Washington University

polyomavirus (WUPyV)

Respiratory illness 99 Nasopharynx 2007 (Gaynor et al., 2007)

Human polyomavirus

5

Merkel cell polyomavirus

(MCPyV)

Merkel cell carcinoma 82 Skin 2008 (Feng et al., 2008)

Human polyomavirus

6

Human polyomavirus 6

(HPyV6)

Pruritic and dyskeratotic

dermatosis

84 Skin 2010 (Schowalter et al., 2010)

Human polyomavirus

7

Human polyomavirus 7

(HPyV7)

Pruritic and dyskeratotic

dermatosis

72 Skin 2010 (Schowalter et al., 2010)

Human polyomavirus

8

Trichodysplasia

spinulosa polyomavirus

(TSPyV)

Trichodysplasia spinulosa 80 Skin 2010 (van der Meijden

et al., 2010)

Human polyomavirus

9

Human polyomavirus 9

(HPyV9)

None 19 Serum 2011 (Sauvage, 2011;

Scuda et al., 2011)

Human polyomavirus

10

Malawi polyomavirus

(MWPyV)

None 100 Stool 2012 (Buck et al., 2012;

Siebrasse et al., 2012)

Human polyomavirus

11

Saint Louis polyomavirus

(STLPyV)

None 65 Stool 2012 (Lim et al., 2013)

Sorex araneus

polyomavirus 1

Human polyomavirus 12

(HPyV12)

None 4 Liver 2013 (Korup et al., 2013)

Human polyomavirus

13

New Jersey polyomavirus

(NJPyV)

Vasculitis, myositis,

retinitis

5 Muscle 2014 (Mishra et al., 2014)

Human polyomavirus

14

Lyon IARC polyomavirus

(LIPyV)

None 6 Skin 2017 (Gheit et al., 2017)

aAs determined previously (Kamminga et al., 2018).
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impractical to do in vitro in a time-wise and cost-effectivemanner. Use of in silico approachesmay present a

viable solution to this persisting problem.

For HPyV detection, our laboratory currently uses 14 species-specific qPCRs, of which nine were developed

in-house and five adopted from literature, including that against the reassigned HPyV12 (Kamminga et al.,

2019). External quality assessment has been performed on a regular basis only for the qPCRs that target the

most common polyomaviruses: BKPyV and JCPyV. To address this gap and assess whether these 14 HPyV

qPCRs remain as good in the face of expanding genome sequencing as they were at the time of design,

here we performed in silico testing of each HPyV qPCR against all currently, publicly available polyomavirus

genome sequences, including those of nonhuman origins using a previously described approach (Nijhuis

et al., 2018). This analysis was further extended to test a selection of 52 published BKPyV qPCRs. For these

purposes, in silico sensitivity and selectivity were calculated for each HPyV qPCR, by analysis of publicly

available PyV genome sequences that were divided into target and nontarget groups for each qPCR.

We used also in vitro qPCR analysis to test some target genomes that were poorly recognized in silico

due to mismatches with PCR oligo(s) or other reasons. Results of the in vitro qPCR and the in silico analysis

were in agreement. Furthermore, utilization of target and nontarget datasets facilitated adjustment of an-

nealing temperature (Ta; called thereafter adjusted Ta) in silico in a PCR-specific manner for all analyzed in-

house and published HPyV qPCRs.
2 iScience 25, 103613, January 21, 2022



Figure 1. Dynamic of accumulation of complete polyomavirus genome sequences

Shown is annual dynamic of accumulation of the analyzed complete genome sequences of the family Polyomaviridae in

GenBank until October 10th 2019 (1781 genomes), according to HAYGENS (https://veb.lumc.nl/HAYGENS/). Genome

sequences are dated according to their GenBank entries, which may deviate from the first date of the public sequence

release.
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RESULTS

In silico evaluation of in-house HPyV qPCRs

We started our in silico study by analysis of the in-house qPCRs targeting one of the 14 HPyVs, either in VP1

or LT genes (12 and 2 PCRs, respectively) (Table 2). The in silico workflow used main variables of the PCR

assays, including oligos and other components, to calculate PCR sensitivity and selectivity under original

and adjusted Ta in the application to the 1,781 complete PyV genome sequences retrieved from GenBank

(Figure 2, top panel, Table S2; see STAR Methods). The PyV sequences were assigned to targets and

nontargets specific for each PCR, and the recognition of each sequence was assessed numerically and visu-

alized using 2D and 3D Tm maps for each pair of PCR oligos (Figure 2, bottom panel, and Supplemental

information). These maps detail temperature-dependent stability of oligo/template complexes and

genomic location compatibility of three PCR oligos for product generation, using twomeasures, T-decision

and L-decision, respectively (see STAR Methods for details).

Selectivity was consistently high for all 14 analyzed qPCRs (between 0.98 and 1), regardless of the use of

standard or adjusted Ta, suggesting a high specificity of all original qPCRs in respect to the sequenced

nontarget HPyV genomes (Table 3). In contrast, the in silico sensitivity under the standard Ta was quite var-

iable (between 0.19 and 0.97), indicating target-dependence of some qPCRs. Ta adjustment considerably

improved qPCR sensitivity, up to the range of 0.92–1. No link between the calculated qPCR sensitivity and

the presence of mismatches, before and after Ta adjustment, was observed. Below we describe in silico

analysis of three HPyV qPCRs (directed against Trichodysplasia spinulosa polyomavirus (TSPyV), JCPyV,

and BKPyV) in detail, and use in vitro testing to verify the sensitivity estimation for several targets and ex-

tending it also to oligos with corrected mismatches.
Evaluation and refinement of the TSPyV qPCR

Analysis of the Tm oligo/template maps for the TSPyV qPCR identified 7 out of the 23 (30.4%) analyzed

TSPyV genome sequences for which T-decision [0.95-0.05] ranges of at least one oligo/template were

not within the favorable Tm zone for the confident genome detection under the standard Ta (Figures 3A

and 3B). Those seven relatively poorly recognized genomes are prototyped by KM007161.1 and were

sequenced after the original TSPyV qPCR was designed. They have a recurrent mismatch in the forward
iScience 25, 103613, January 21, 2022 3
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Table 2. Overview of lab-developed, in-house used HPyV qPCRs

HPyV target
(species
Human
polyomavirus #)

GenBank
ID

Target
genea

Expected
product
length
(bp)

Forward primer
sequence (50–30)

Probe sequence (polarity)
(50–30 for forward and 30–50

for reverse)
Reverse primer
sequence (30–50)

Year of
design References

BKPyV (1) NC_001538 VP1 90 GAAAAGGAGAGTGTCCAGGG FAM-CCAAAAAGCCAAAGGAACCC (F) GAACTTCTACTCCTCCTTTTATTAGT 2003 van der

Meijden

et al.

(2014)

JCPyV (2) NC_001699 LT 129 GTCTCCCCATACCAACATTAGCTT YAK-TCTTTCCACTGCACAATCCTCTCATGAATG (F) GGTTTAGGCCAGTTGCTGACTT 2006 Pal et al.,

(2006)

KIPyV (3) NC_009238 VP1 148 AAGTTCCCCGGGTACAAACTC TXR-GGTAGAAGTACTAGCCGCAGTACCACTGT (F) CCATCCTGAGCAGCTGTTGTA 2016 Kamminga

et al. (2019)

WUPyV (4) NC_009539 VP1 74 AACCAGGAAGGTCACCAAGAAG TXR-CAACCCACAAGAGTGCAAAGCCTTCC (F) CTACCCCTCCTTTTCTGACTTGTTT 2011 Rao et al.

(2011)

MCPyV (5) NC_010277 LT 149 CCACAGCCAGAGCTCTTCCT CY5-TCCCAGGCTTCAGACTCCCAb (F) TGGTGGTCTCCTCTCTGCTACTG 2009 Goh et al.

(2009)

HPyV6 (6) NC_014406 VP1 150 GTAGGGTATGCTGGTAAC YAK-CTCTCCTCTGTCTGAAGTGAACTCTAA (R) CAGGAATTGTCTAAACATCATATC 2012 Purdie et al.

(2018)

HPyV7 (7) NC_014407 VP1 116 GTGCTGATATGGTTGGAA TXR-AGCCTGTACTGTTCTCTGGTTACT (R) TCTGCAGTGGACTCTAAA 2012 Purdie et al.

(2018)

TSPyV (8) NC_014361 VP1 104 GAGTCTAAGGACAACTATGG Q705-CTTGTCCTGGTCACTGCTGTT (R) CTAGCTGTACTGTAGGTTG 2012 van der

Meijden

et al. (2016)

HPyV9 (9) NC_015150 VP1 109 CCTGTAAGCTCTCTCCTTA FAM-CTTGTTCTCTGGTCTTATGCCTCA (F) CCTGATAAATTCTGACTTCTTC 2012 van der

Meijden

et al. (2014)

MWPyV (10) NC_018102 VP1 86 GACACCACAATGACAGTTGAG CY5-CCAAGGATGGGCAATGATGTAAAAACA (F) GGATCACTGTAGCCATACCAT 2016 Kamminga

et al. (2019)

STLPyV (11) NC_020106 VP1 101 TTGAAAATGGCTCCAAAAAGAAAATCT CY5-AGATGCACCTCACAGACATGTCCAATGGA (F) TGGCACGGATCATATTCACATCT 2016 Kamminga

et al. (2019)

HPyV12c NC_020890 VP1 139 AAGGGCTGTAAGAAATCC FAM-CCAGTATCTGCTCTCCTAACCAGT (F) CTCCAAACCCTCATATACC 2015 Kamminga

et al. (2019)

NJPyV (13) NC_024118 VP1 135 CCCACCAAGTAAAGTAAC YAK-AAGTGTCCTATACCTACTCCAGTGC (F) CAGAGTTCAATTTCAGTAGTA 2015 Kamminga

et al. (2019)

LIPyV (14) NC_034253 VP1 83 TGACAGGTGACAATTCCCAGG Q705-AGAGGAAGTACGCGTCTATGATGGCAGAG (F) CCTTGGCAGATCTAACCCTCC 2017 Kamminga

et al. (2019)

aAbbreviations: LT: Large T; VP1: Viral Protein 1; F: Forward; R: Reverse.
bProbe modified compared with original article.
cHPyV12 was formerly in speciesHuman polyomavirus 12 but has been reassigned to species Sorex araneus polyomavirus 1 (https://talk.ictvonline.org/taxonomy/p/taxonomy-history?taxnode_id=201904426).
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Figure 2. Schematic workflow of in silico PCR testing and example of results visualization

Presented are main stages of in silico analysis of a publicly available HPyV qPCR using genome sequences of

polyomaviruses (top two panels), as well as an example of results visualization (bottom panel). This pipeline is also applied

to analysis of in-house HPyV qPCRs, which provided PCR variables. All calculations are performed for each genome

sequence and PCR oligos set and are detailed in the STAR Methods section. Results of in silico evaluation of the qPCR in

respect to T-decision ranges and L-decision binary of qPCR oligos annealed to target (blue) and nontarget (red)

templates are presented using a Tm map for each pair of qPCR oligos, three in total. Each Tm map is divided into four

nonoverlapping orthogonal zones delimited by two internal boundaries set at temperature (T) corresponding to the Ta of

the presented qPCR and distinguished by three background colors. Light blue zone: T-ranges favorable for annealing of

both oligos to template and facilitating qPCR; light red zone: T-ranges unfavorable for both oligos to facilitate qPCR; two

light gray zones: a T-range is unfavorable for one of two oligos to facilitate qPCR. When the coordinates of the calculated

qPCR product conforms to the sequence location boundaries delimited by the corresponding L-decision = 1, Tm values

of a pair of oligos annealed to the respective sequence are labeled with a circle, otherwise they are a diamond. Two labels

may overlap, partly or fully, on the map, and size of circle or diamond label is proportional to the number of labels, when

they fully overlap. Position of each label on the map corresponds to Tm of the oligo/template complex for two oligos

under which the T-decision is equal to 0.5. Each label occupies middle position in two bars, vertical (bottom-to-top) and

horizontal (left-to-right), which delimit T-ranges for the respective oligo/template complexes corresponding to the
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Figure 2. Continued

T-decision [0.95–0.05] ranges (see STARMethods). The opacity of each label corresponds to its T-decision value within

the respective target or nontarget color gradient. Interactive versions of 2D and 3D Tmmaps for the data presented in

this study are available on the resource website. The user can zoom into any label to learn from a pop-up about Tm,

template GenBank ID, and other characteristics of oligo/template complexes. When a label represents several fully

overlapping oligo/template complexes, the pop-up informs about the number of sequences involved in the overlap

and details characteristics of a single sequence only. Note that an overlap may involve sequences from the same or

different groups, namely targets and nontargets. The user may explore three 2D Tm maps of a PCR simultaneously

using a 3D Tm map that can facilitate understanding the basis of sensitivity and selectivity.
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primer annealing site (GAGTCTAAGGA[C/G]AACTATGG), which correlated with a Tm drop for the

oligo/template complex of this primer from 60.9�C to 51.0�C (Figures 3A and 3B and resource website:

https://veb.lumc.nl/MANUSCRIPTS/Polyomaviridae2021.cgi).

The predicted detrimental effect of this mismatch on the qPCR sensitivity was analyzed in vitro. It caused an

8 Cq-increase and therefore a drop in analytical sensitivity of the qPCR toward the respective sequences

compared with the original TSPyV sequence (Figure 3C). Inclusion of the degenerate base in the forward

primer (GAGTCTAAGGASAACTATGG) increased the Tm of its complex with respective targets to

59.3�C in silico (resource website), and, accordingly, almost entirely rescued the TSPyV qPCR analytical

sensitivity toward KM007161.1 at the standard Ta (Figure 3D). These results revealed excellent agreement

between the in vitro and in silico results.

According to in silico evaluation shown in Table 3, the PCR sensitivity could be rescued by lowering the Ta

as well. This Ta adjustment would allow efficient recognition of all TSPyV genomes with the original PCR set

of oligos with a predicted sensitivity of 0.96.

Testing and refinement of the JCPyV qPCR

In contrast toTSPyV, noneof theanalyzed690genomesequencesofJCPyVwere found inaproblematic regionof

three Tmmaps under standard Ta, although T-decision [0.95–0.05] ranges of 89 JCPyV genomes partially over-

lappedwithat leastonesuch region (Figure4andresourcewebsite). The lattergenomesequencesall containeda

mismatch within annealing region to a respective primer or probe (Table 3). Because the T-decision [0.95–0.05]

range of most of these oligo/target complexes were predominantly above the qPCR standard Ta and they ac-

counted only for 13% of targets, these mismatches decreased average sensitivity of this qPCR only to 0.94.

Compared with other JCPyV, a mismatch in the forward primer annealing region (GTCTCCCCAT[A/G]CCAA-

CATTAGCTT) affected 76 JCPyV genome sequences (prototyped by AF015535.1) out of 89 (11% of total) was

associated with comparable decreases in Tm in silico (4�C decrease from 68.4�C to 64.4�C, Figures 4A–4C)

and in vitro (0.6 Cq increase from 24.2 to 24.8 at 105 copies/reaction, Figure 4D). This effect was even smaller

for the remaining 13 JCPyV genome sequences in silico, which also showed that sensitivity of the JCPyV qPCR

could be increased from 0.94 to 1.0 by adjustment of Ta from 60.0�C to 46.7�C (Table 3).

Testing and refinement of the in-house BKPyV qPCR

The most complex results were obtained for the in-house BKPyV qPCR analyzed against 522 target and

1,259 nontarget genome sequences, as evident from the Tm plots under the standard Ta (Figures 5A–

5C; interactive 2D and 3D Tm plots are shown on the resource website). A relatively small overlap with a

nonfavorable Tm map zone was observed for the T-decision [0.95–0.05] ranges of oligo/template com-

plexes for all 522 BKPyV genome sequences. Furthermore, the T-decision [0.95–0.05] ranges for oligo/

template complexes with two BKPyV genome sequences (MF627830.1 and AY628231.1) were predomi-

nantly outside the favorable zone in two of three oligo/target Tm 2D maps. As a result, average sensitivity

of the in-house BKPyV qPCR was 0.76 under the standard Ta.

One hundred twenty genome sequences (23% of the analyzed BKPyVs) includemismatches between oligos

and corresponding template annealing sites, primarily in the probe target region (107 of 120 genomes;

Table 3). The most prevalent mismatch (CCAAAAAGCCAAAGGA[A/C]CCC), found in the probe anneal-

ing site of 105 genome sequences and prototyped by AB211375.1, caused the estimated probe/template

Tm to decrease from 66.14 to 64.28�C (Figures 5B and 5C and resource website). This common mismatch

resulted in recurrent decrease of approximately 1 Cq in vitro (Figure 5D). This decrease was reverted by

linking a minor groove binder (MGB) to the probe (Figure S1), which accordingly increased the Tm of

the probe/template complex by 15�C (resource website).
6 iScience 25, 103613, January 21, 2022
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Table 3. In silico evaluation of in-house HPyV qPCRs, ranked in descending order according to sensitivity under standard Ta

qPCR and its

HPyV target

Total

number of

target

genome

sequences

Oligo/target mismatches (number of target templates and oligos

involved)a Sensitivity2 for Selectivityb for

Adjusted Ta,
�C

Number of

target sequences

with oligo

mismatches

(% of all targets)

50primer/

target

mismatches

Probe/target

mismatches

30primer/target

mismatches Standard Tac Adjusted Ta Standard Tac Adjusted Ta

STLPyV 7 0 0 0 0 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 46.8

WUPyV 147 25 (17%) 0 25 3 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 46.0

KIPyV 12 0 0 0 0 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 46.7

MCPyV 63 0 0 0 0 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 45.9

JCPyV 690 96 (14%) 81 10 9 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 46.7

LIPyV 2 1 (50%) 0 1 1 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 45.1

BKPyV 522 120 (23%) 1 107 12 0.76 0.99 1.00 0.98 50.8

MWPyV 21 1 (5%) 1 0 0 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 45.2

HPyV9 4 0 0 0 0 0.39 1.00 1.00 1.00 45.0

HPyV6 17 1 (6%) 1 0 0 0.37 0.99 1.00 1.00 45.0

HPyV7 10 1 (10%) 1 0 0 0.32 0.99 1.00 1.00 45.0

TSPyV-deg 23 0 0 0 0 0.26 0.99 1.00 1.00 45.0

TSPyV 23 7 (30%) 7 0 0 0.23 0.96 1.00 1.00 45.0

NJPyV 1 0 0 0 0 0.20 0.99 1.00 1.00 45.0

HPyV12 5 3 (60%) 2 3 0 0.19 0.92 1.00 1.00 45.0

Total 1,524 94 146 25

aSome target sequences may have mismatches with more than one type of the oligo, so the sum of the number of target sequences with mismatches to oligos may exceed the number of affected sequences.
bSensitivity and selectivity were calculated by overall detection of the respective target and nontarget templates by an in-house qPCR.
cStandard Ta: 60�C.
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Figure 3. In silico and in vitro testing and refinement of a TSPyV qPCR

(A and B) Results of in silico testing of the in-house TSPyV qPCR under standard Ta for qPCR oligos annealed to 23 target

(blue) and 1758 nontarget (red) templates are presented using two oligo/template Tm maps: forward versus reverse

primer pair (A), forward primer versus reverse probe pair (B). A Tm shift for oligo/template complex of seven TSPyV

genomes, typified by KM007161.1, after including a degenerated base into the forward primer (Table S3) is shown with the

bold arrow. Overall design of the Tm maps is explained in the legend of Figure 2.

(C) In vitro dilution series of two TSPyV genomes with either full-match (NC_014361) (qPCR efficiency = 97.6%, R2 = 0.996,

slope = �3.382) or a mismatch (KM007161.1) to the forward oligo (qPCR efficiency = 97.1%, R2 = 0.995, slope = �3.394).

A relative poor recognition of the mismatch genome is evident.

(D) The same as in (C) except for using forward primer with a degenerate base. Note similar recognition of the two genomes.
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Two other mismatches in the probe annealing site caused a drop in predicted Tm of oligo/target com-

plexes for deviant genome sequences, compared with the ‘‘wild-type’’ genome (prototyped by

NC_001538.1), from 66.14�C to 56.96�C for MF627830.1 (CCAAAAAGCCAAAGGAA[C/T]CC) and to

60.38�C for AY628231.1 (CCAAAAAGCCA[A/G]AGGAACCC) (Figures 5B and 5C and resource website).

Because the genome sequences with these mismatches represented only 0.4% of the sequenced BKPyV

genomes, their detection was not tested in vitro.
8 iScience 25, 103613, January 21, 2022



Figure 4. In silico and in vitro testing of a JCPyV qPCR

(A–C) Results of in silico evaluation of the in-house JCPyV qPCR under standard Ta for qPCR oligos annealed to 690 target

(blue) and 1,091 nontarget (red) templates are presented using three oligo/template Tm maps: forward versus reverse

primer oligo pair (A); forward primer versus forward probe oligo pair (B); and reverse primer versus forward probe oligo

pair (C). Overall design of the Tmmaps is explained in the legend of Figure 2. Fully interactive versions of these maps and

a 3D melting temperature map are available on the resource website.

(D) The influence of a common mismatch present in 72/690 JCPyV genomes was tested by comparing the performance of

the qPCR on the regular control plasmid without mismatch (Mismatch�, efficiency = 98.7%, R2 = 0.998, slope = �3.353)

and the plasmid containing the mismatch (Mismatch+, efficiency = 104.4%, R2 = 0.994, slope = �3.222) (D) (e.g.

AF015535.1, forward primer annealing region: GTCTCCCCAT[A/G]CCAACATTAGCTT). A small difference in Cq values

is seen when the mismatch is present.
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Figure 5. In silico and in vitro testing of a BKPyV qPCR

(A–C) Results of in silico testing of the in-house BKPyV qPCR under standard Ta for qPCR oligos annealed to 522 target

(blue) and 1,259 nontarget (red) sequences are presented using three quadrant oligo/template Tm maps as detailed in

legend to Figure 2: forward versus reverse primer oligo pair (A); forward primer versus forward probe oligo pair (B); and

reverse primer versus forward probe oligo pair (C). Selected genome sequences discussed in the text are indicated with

arrows accompanied by their GenBank numbers.

(D) In vitro evaluation of impact of a common single nucleotide mismatch in the probe-to-target annealing region on the

qPCR performance against GenBank ID AB211375.1. An increase of about 1 Cq for the target with the mismatch

(efficiency = 94%, R2 = 0.993, slope =�3.475) relative to the matching target was observed (efficiency = 94.7%, R2 = 0.999,

slope = �3.456).
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In silico evaluation of BKPyV qPCRs described in literature

To extend utility of our in silico qPCR evaluation strategy, we applied it to a substantial subset of

BKPyV qPCRs described in literature. A database of 52 BKPyV-specific qPCRs taken from 32 papers

(Bárcena-Panero et al., 2012; Bergallo et al., 2018; Bressollette-Bodin et al., 2005; Dadhania et al., 2008;
10 iScience 25, 103613, January 21, 2022



Figure 6. Sensitivity and selectivity for BKPyV qPCRs under original and adjusted Ta

For each published BKPyV qPCR specified at the right, selectivity and sensitivity are depicted schematically with

contrasting colors under original and adjusted Ta along with difference between these Ta. Impact of Ta adjustment is

shown as increase (SN+, SL+) or decrease (SN�, SL�) of the corresponding original sensitivity and selectivity values

(SN and SL). PCRs are listed in the descending order according to the sensitivity under adjusted Ta. Ta difference =

(adjusted Ta�original Ta) is shown with gray bars.
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Delbue et al., 2015; Dumoulin and Hirsch, 2011; Funahashi et al., 2010; Gard et al., 2015; Greer et al., 2015;

Gustafsson et al., 2013; Hammarin et al., 2011; Hasan et al., 2016; Hoffman et al., 2008; Kamminga

et al., 2019; Keith et al., 2018; Ledesma et al., 2012; Marchetti et al., 2007; Marinelli et al., 2007; Mitui

et al., 2013; Muldrew and Lovett, 2013; Pal et al., 2006; Pang et al., 2007; Pietilä et al., 2015; Priftakis
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et al., 2003; Ryschkewitsch et al., 2004; Sxahiner et al., 2014; Sarmento et al., 2019; Signorini et al., 2014;

Si-Mohamed et al., 2006; Stolt et al., 2005; Thomas et al., 2007; Yamamoto et al., 2015) was created by

searching PubMed using a text-mining approach detailed in the STAR methods section. Each selected

BKPyV qPCR is listed in Table S1 with its reference, original and adjusted Ta values, and degeneracy of

its oligos. Figure S2 shows the location of each PCR oligo annealing site on a reference BKPyV genome,

as well as the sensitivity and selectivity calculated using the Ta value described in the original paper.

Under the original Ta, both sensitivity and selectivity were better than 0.95 for at least ten BKPyV qPCRs

(Figure 6). Overall, sensitivity varied considerably among the published PCRs, being <0.9 and as low as

in the range of 0.2–0.5 for 30 and 8 BKPyV qPCRs, respectively. This low sensitivity was primarily due to over-

lap of T-decision [0.95–0.05] ranges for some oligo/template complexes for target genomes with nonfav-

orable zones of Tm map, indicative of suboptimal Ta. Adjusting the individual BKPyV qPCR Ta-values

according to the BCR criterion (average of sensitivity and selectivity, see STAR Methods) substantially

increased the sensitivity of almost all affected BKPyV qPCRs, with sensitivity of none of qPCR being below

0.8 after the Ta adjustment. In contrast to sensitivity, only two BKPyV qPCRs displayed selectivity below 0.9

(Delbue et al., 2015; Yamamoto et al., 2015) after the Ta adjustment, which was caused by a high similarity

between BKPyV and JCPyV at sites complementary to the PCR oligos in a fraction of JCPyV genomes

(resource website) (Delbue et al., 2015; Tremolada et al., 2010; Watzinger et al., 2004; Yamamoto et al.,

2015). This complication was not resolved by the Ta adjustment, which also had minor effect on already

high selectivity of other BKPyV qPCR.

As a rule, the Ta adjustment was associated with a temperature decrease, most often in a range from 5�C to

10�C (Figure 6). For two PCRs, Ta adjustment was minor (<1�C) that did not affect either sensitivity or selec-

tivity, which were already good under standard Ta: >0.95 for Keith et al., 2018 and >0.87 for Delbue et al.,

2015. For other two PCRs (Signorini et al., 2014; Yamamoto et al., 2015), adjustment of Ta led to improved

selectivity as the result of decreased false-positive detection of the closely related nontargets, although it

was accompanied by a decrease in PCR sensitivity.
DISCUSSION

In this report we demonstrated how fast accumulating genome sequences of the family Polyomaviridae

could be utilized for testing species-specific HPyV qPCRs in silico in an efficient manner. This analysis

identified qPCRs, which can detect and discriminate all known HPyVs, as well as those PCRs that require

upgrade. We showed how this improvement could be achieved using either degenerate nucleotides in

oligos or through adjustment of Ta in a procedure assisted by the use of nontarget PyVs. Below we

briefly discuss its premise, main findings, including apparent agreement between in silico and

in vitro results, as well as limitations and challenges of the approach that may be addressed in future

research.

Design of conventional PCR involves calculation of key variables, including PCR Ta. It is informed by target

sequences and concerns oligos number, size and template location, as well as Tm of oligo/template com-

plexes. This computation-based foundation of the PCR analysis enables running a PCR also in silico, as we

previously demonstrated in an analysis of human astroviruses (Nijhuis et al., 2018) and used here for HPyVs.

Compared with its in vitro counterpart, qPCR analysis in silico offers scalability in a cost- and time-effective

manner that affords HPyV qPCR testing against 1781 PyV genome sequences in this study rather than

against a few PyV genomes, as it is common otherwise. Analyzing so many genome sequences is also asso-

ciated with an increasing risk of sequencing mistakes affecting the evaluation. Based on these consider-

ations we excluded several sequences of low quality from the analysis. Otherwise, we considered this

complication of low impact and unbiased in respect to the evaluated qPCRs, some of which had notably

performed well on the entire dataset. In future, a procedure for quality control of genome sequences could

be incorporated in the pipeline. Because PyV discovery and characterization are fast pacing and firmly

sequence based, accumulation of target sequences can inform periodic HPyV qPCR testing in silico for

keeping it up to date. Given that species demarcation of polyomaviruses is genomic based (King et al.,

2018; Moens et al., 2017), future updates of target and nontarget groups could be unlinked from GenBank

records, used in this study. As we demonstrated for the analyzed 66 HPyV qPCRs, including the qPCRmodi-

fied in this study, the obtained in silico results could be integrated on a web-page (resource website). It

facilitates inspection of all results in respect to separate oligos, templates, and species in either a tabular

format or using interactive Tm maps under choice of Ta.
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To measure quality of target sequence recognition by species-specific HPyV qPCR, we calculated sensi-

tivity that was averaged over all known target genome sequences of the species. Composition of target

genome sequence datasets reflects sampling and full genome sequencing of the known natural diversity

of the respective species, which both may be biased. Accordingly, the obtained sensitivity values could

be skewed when they were below the maximum possible value of 1. This bias could be partially addressed

by sequence weighting and including partial genome sequences, where it is feasible, in the analysis. We

note in this respect that validation of HPyV qPCR in vitro also depends on limited choice of known HPyVs

for testing.

Besides sensitivity, we also calculated selectivity of species-specific HPyV qPCR in a similar manner. It

measured discrimination of nontarget polyomaviruses by the respective qPCR and may serve as a proxy

for its expected false-positive rate. Nontarget sequences included all known PyVs of different host origins,

including HPyVs that did not belong to the PCR targets. New HPyVs continue to be discovered and often

they cluster phylogenetically with PyVs of nonhuman origins, which supports the family wide choice of the

nontarget datasets in our study. This broad host range of nontarget PyVs sequences combined with bias of

PyV genome sequencing affects estimation of selectivity, when its values fall below the maximum possible

value of 1, as it was discussed for the sensitivity calculation above. This estimation may be adjusted by

limiting nontarget sequences only to those that are most closely related to target HPyV species; this choice

might be especially warranted if the respective species co-circulate, as observed for BKPyV and JCPyV.

Sensitivity and selectivity of qPCR depends on choice of Ta, which is commonly selected within the 45–65�C
range, as seen, e.g., in the dataset of 52 published BKPyV qPCRs analyzed in silico. The selected Tamust be

below the respective Tm of the involved oligo/template complexes of targets and above those of nontar-

gets. By combining sensitivity and selectivity of qPCR into a single BCR characteristic, we were able to pro-

pose Ta adjustment that led to improved overall quality for most of qPCRs analyzed. This result illustrated

benefits of the computational framework for HPyV detection that was informed by the current state of

genome sequencing. It may be especially valuable in respect to nontarget sequences, which are relatively

undercharacterized compared with target sequences upon conventional in vitro evaluation. Besides

nontarget PyV sequences, DNA of other origins, if present in considerable excess to target sequences,

may be a factor affecting qPCR by depleting PCR oligos through nonspecific annealing. This concern,

which is pertinent for relatively low Ta could lead to false-negative results and may be addressed in future

in vitro testing.

Our study was prompted by the need to evaluate 14 in-house qPCRs, which we designed or adopted from

literature over prior years. We learned that five qPCRs had in silico sensitivity 0.9 or higher, three in the

range of 0.5–0.9, and six below 0.5, due to uneven recognition of some newly sequenced genomes in

most of the cases. For in vitro characterization, we chose three qPCRs with different sensitivities in the

aforementioned ranges, 0.94, 0.76, and 0.23, respectively. The most pronounced drop of sensitivity to

0.23 was in TSPyV qPCR due to a primer mismatch with a relatively large fraction of target genomes that

were sequenced after the original qPCR was designed. Incorporation of a degenerate base in the forward

primer restored the TSPyV qPCR capacity to recognize the full-known diversity spectrum of this HPyV, as

was shown both in silico and in vitro. Such agreement was also observed with respect to two other qPCRs,

JCPyV and BKPyV, although we decided against modifying oligos of those qPCRs after considering other

factors affecting scale of sensitivity gain. For BKPyV qPCR, this decision was informed by low frequency of

the poorly recognized targets, which accounts to only 0.4% of BKPyV genome sequences in GenBank.

Should this number be revised upward significantly in the future, the BKPyV qPCR design could be revisited

or another BKPyV qPCR be adopted from literature (see below). Drop of the qPCR sensitivity for poorly

compared with properly recognized targets was defined by Tm decrease of target/oligo complexes in silico

and accompanied by Cq increase in vitro. To establish the exact relationship between the changes of Tm

and Cq, which may depend on many factors, additional analysis is required.

In silico analysis also provided a unified platform for comparison of numerous BKPyV qPCRs that were de-

signed by different labs in different years against different genomic loci and tested under different condi-

tions using different panels of viruses. The need for this type of comparison was raised in literature but not

met (Blackard et al., 2020; Solis et al., 2015). Our study identified several BKPyV qPCRs that proved to be

resilient in the face of the continuing expansion of BKPyV genome sequencing and may be the best choice

to go forward. We also provide suggestions toward how analytical sensitivity for other published BKPyV
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qPCRs could be improved by adjustment of Ta. We believe that combined with characterization of the in-

house HPyV qPCRs, these results facilitate efficient use of the accumulated PyV genome sequences for

improving confidence in the detection of HPyVs by the available qPCRs.
Limitations of the study

We used a nearest-neighbor model (McTigue et al., 2004; SantaLucia, 1998) for Tm calculation of the oligo/

template complexes that also relied on several thermodynamics parameters. We have not evaluated how

accuracy and availability of the parameter values might have affected the obtained computational results.

The presented in silico evaluation of qPCRs relies on quality of genome sequencing which may vary for the

analyzed sequences and produce genomic variations of technical origins. The erroneously sequenced in-

dividual nucleotides may not be confidently distinguished from the natural variation that is underrepre-

sented in public databases. They might have inflated the known actual diversity of both target and

nontarget sequences that was analyzed in our study. If a computational procedure for quality control of

genome sequences is developed, it could be incorporated in the pipeline. Accurate separation of analyzed

sequences into target and nontarget groups is the key for calculation of qPCR quality indicators and Ta

adjustment. We have ensured the proper partitioning of polyomaviruses into the two groups by manual

inspection of sequence annotations and obtained results. However, this approach is poorly scalable.

Future updates of target and nontarget groups could be made firmly algorithm based using virus classifi-

cation techniques, e.g. DEmARC (Lauber and Gorbalenya, 2012; Moens et al., 2017).

Due to biased genome sequencing toward viruses of high public interest, the obtained sensitivity values

could be skewed upward or downward, when they were below the maximum possible value of 1. Incorpo-

rating sequence weighting and including partial genome sequences, where it is feasible, may be worth

considering in the future. The employed partitioning of all polyomaviruses into either targets or nontar-

gets, based on qPCR design, has merits. However, in certain circumstances, when two or more virus species

are most closely related and co-circulate, as observed for BKPyV and JCPyV, the composition of the

nontarget group could be limited to the co-circulating virus, which was not explored in our study. Besides

nontarget PyV sequences, DNA of other origins, if present in considerable excess to target sequences, may

be a factor affecting qPCR by depleting PCR oligos through nonspecific annealing. These effects were

outside the presented analysis. Our study concerned 66 HPyV qPCRs mostly involved BKPyV and selected

from literature. Many other qPCRs, especially those designed for JCPyV, were left outside this study due to

its scale limitations; they may include high-quality qPCRs as well.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Qiagen HotStarTaq Master Mix kit Qiagen, Venlo, the Netherlands Qiagen Cat. No 203446

gBlocks IDT, San Jose, CA, USA http://www.idtdna.com/gBlocks

Critical commercial assays

Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA Thermofisher Cat. No Q32851

QuikChange kit Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA Agilent Technologies Cat. No 200523

NucleoSpin Plasmid EasyPure, Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany Macherey-Nagel Cat. No. 740727.50

TOPO TA Cloning Kit Invitrogen, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA Invitrogen Cat. No. K4575J10

Oligonucleotides

Please see Table 1 for a list of oligonucleotides

and their respective sources used in vitro

This paper

Please see Table S3 for an overview of all oligo

sequences and PCR cycling conditions used in

the in silico comparison of BKPyV PCRs

This paper

Recombinant DNA

pBR322 plasmid with BKPyV full genome insert Kamminga et al. (2019) V01108, Addgene #25466

pBR322 plasmid with JCPyV full genome insert Kamminga et al. (2019) NC_001699, Addgene #25626

pUC19 plasmid with TSPyV full genome insert Kamminga et al. (2019) NC_014361, Addgene #70033

pGEX5x3 plasmid with KIPyV VP1 insert Kamminga et al., 2019 NC_009238

pGEX5x3 plasmid with WUPyV VP1 insert Kamminga et al. (2019) NC_009539

pZERO-2 plasmid with MCPyV full genome insert Kamminga et al. (2019) KF266963

pFunnyFarm plasmid with HPyV6 full genome insert Kamminga et al. (2019) HM011560

pFunnyFarm plasmid with HPyV7 full genome insert Kamminga et al. (2019) HM011566

pGEX5x3 plasmid with HPyV9 VP1 insert Kamminga et al. (2019) NC_015150

pGEX5x3 plasmid with MWPyV VP1 insert Kamminga et al. (2019) NC_018102

pGEX5x3 plasmid with STLPyV VP1 insert Kamminga et al. (2019) NC_020106

pGEX5x3 plasmid with HPyV12 VP1 insert Kamminga et al. (2019) NC_020890

pGEX5x3 plasmid with NJPyV VP1 insert Kamminga et al. (2019) NC_024118

pGEX5x3 plasmid with LIPyV VP1 insert Kamminga et al. (2019) NC_034253

Software and algorithms

Python package Plotly Plotly Technologies Inc., 2015 https://plotly.com/

R 3.6.1 software and its readxl, readr,

and Tidyverse packages

R Core Team, 2020; Wickham et al.

(2018, 2019); Wickham and Bryan (2019)

https://cran.r-project.org/

Biopython 1.73 Cock et al. (2009) https://biopython.org/

Bio-Rad CFX Manager version 3.1 Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA Bio-rad software # #1845000

Other

Bio-Rad CFX96 Real-Time PCR Detection System Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA Bio-rad Cat. No. 184-5096

Resource website for in silico evaluation of the

66 qPCRs using 1781 genome sequences of

the Polyomaviridae

This paper https://veb.lumc.nl/MANUSCRIPTS/

Polyomaviridae2021.cgi
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Sergio Kamminga (s.kamminga@lumc.nl)

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

Data: The data are fully presented in the main manuscript and Supplemental information.

Code: The code used to generate in silico results may not be extracted from amultipurpose software pack-

age developed in our group; it will be described separately. To assist the reader in this respect, we set-up a

dedicated web-page, which provides access to the code functionalities relevant to this study https://veb.

lumc.nl/MANUSCRIPTS/Polyomaviridae2021.cgi.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead

contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Plasmids were acquired from Addgene for BKPyV (Addgene #25466), JCPyV (#25626), TSPyV (#70033),

HPyV6 (#24727), HPyV7 (#24728) and MCPyV (#24729) in DH5a competent cells. For the other polyomavi-

ruses, synthetic DNA sequences of VP1 (gBlocks; IDT, San Jose, CA, USA), were inserted into pGEX5x3

plasmid in XL-1 blue competent cells using a TOPO TA cloning kit (Invitrogen, Waltham, Massachusetts,

USA). Cultures were incubated overnight and plasmids were extracted with NucleoSpin Plasmid EasyPure

kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany). Plasmid concentrations were measured with Qubit dsDNA HS

Assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and diluted to a stock concentration of 1 pg/mL.

METHOD DETAILS

In-house HPyV qPCRs

For this study, we selected 14 HPyV-specific qPCRs used in our laboratory to detect BKPyV, JCPyV, KIPyV,

WUPyV, MCPyV, HPyV6, HPyV7, TSPyV, HPyV9, MWPyV, STLPyV, HPyV12, NJPyV, and LIPyV respectively

(Kamminga et al., 2019). Table 2 lists these qPCRs along with information on the targeted viral gene, am-

plicon length, oligo sequences, and reference to its first description in literature (Goh et al., 2009; Kam-

minga et al., 2019; Pal et al., 2006; Purdie et al., 2018; Rao et al., 2016; van der Meijden et al., 2014,

2016). All HPyV qPCRs had their primer and probe oligos perfectly matched to the respective HPyV genome

sequence regions at the time when they were designed. Primers are specified as ‘‘forward’’ or ‘‘reverse’’ by

authors of qPCR. In contrast, polarity may be not consistently defined for probe. To address this gap, we

defined probe as either ‘‘forward’’ or ‘‘reverse’’ according to the respective qualifier of a primer which be-

longs to the same strand sequence as the probe.

Literature-compiled BKPyV qPCRs

In August 2019, we compiled a dataset of BKPyV qPCRs reported in literature with the help of text-mining.

Biopython 1.73 was used to search through PubMed’s Entrez Database (Cock et al., 2009) (Figure 2,

top panel). The case-insensitive search terms used were "polyoma AND qPCR AND human". The result

(n = 453 articles) was then parsed using R 3.6.1 software and its readxl, readr, and Tidyverse packages (R

Core Team, 2020; Wickham et al., 2019, 2018; Wickham and Bryan, 2019). Subsequently, abstracts of these

articles were scanned for the presence of the following terms: "bk" and at least one of "qpcr", "real-time

pcr", "taqman". The following papers were excluded: a) with no oligo sequences specified; b) using exact

copies of previously published qPCRs; c) with no Taqman probe specified; d) not publicly accessible. The

extracted articles with these terms (n = 96) were further screened individually for inclusion in this study.

Finally, we considered 52 Taqman-based qPCRs (the most common qPCR method) targeting viruses

belonging to the speciesHuman polyomavirus 1, including BKPyV, and collected information about primer

and probe oligo sequence, concentration, polarity, dye linkage and inclusion of modified bases (The po-

larity of primers and probe was derived as specified in the In-house HPyV qPCRs section). Concentration of
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Mg2+ and other variables of the qPCR buffer, cycling conditions and the reaction volume were also docu-

mented whenever available. When neither of the latter was reported, default values of our qPCR test-sys-

tem (see below) were used in subsequent analyses. Each qPCR was assigned with a unique name that

included the last name of the first author of the paper, year of the publication, qPCR virus target name

and, if necessary, an additional identifier when multiple qPCRs were described in a single paper.
Sequence database of polyomavirus genomes: target and nontarget groups

In August 2019, complete polyomavirus genome sequences were downloaded from the National Center for

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank and RefSeq into the VirAliS platform (Gorbalenya et al., 2010),

using the HAYGENS tool (version 2.4, results available at the http://veb.lumc.nl/HAYGENS) (Figure 1). In

brief, HAYGENS combined results of homology search in GenBank for polyomavirus genomes using HMMER

tool version 3.2.1 (Eddy, 2011) and a hidden Markov model profile of the alignment of 1199 PyV Large T-an-

tigens (LT) (Lauber et al., 2015) with queries of the analyzedGenBank entries on the presence of the term ‘‘pol-

yomavirus. Using lengths of 85 polyomavirus genomes from RefSeq and the location of LT in these genomes

as entries for training, HAYGENS separated full and partial genome sequences of other entries. With this

approach, 1784 PyV genomes (1522 of human and 262 nonhuman origin) were recognized as (nearly) com-

plete and their sequences were used in this study. Sequences of three MCPyV genomes were subsequently

excluded due to low sequencing quality (MG241581; MG241582; MG241579), leading to a total of 1781 se-

quences included for analysis (Table S2). For evaluation of each qPCR, the PyV genome sequences were

divided into PCR-specific target and nontarget groups, respectively, based on their description and taxon-

omy annotation in GenBank entries. In total, 15 groups of genome sequences were formed: 14 species-spe-

cific HPyVs and a group combining all nonhuman PyVs (Table S2). Three genome sequences of Sorex Araneus

polyomavirus were treated as part of HPyV12 for this study, although they as well as the prototype human

virus have been re-assigned later to species Sorex araneus polyomavirus 1. For evaluation of each HPyV

qPCR, the target group includes HPyV genome sequences belonging to the respective polyomavirus species;

all other polyomavirus genomes, of either human or nonhuman origins, were considered nontarget for this

qPCR. Sequences of GenBank PyV entry and its complement were analyzed in our study in silico (see below).

Every evaluated qPCR was designed against its target HPyV strand coding for T antigen; this strand sequence

is predominant among PyV entries in GenBank. Accordingly, the forward and reverse orientations of primers

and probe are defined against this strand in all qPCRs. However, some PyV entries, including notably several

MCPyV entries, are represented by the complementary sequence in the GenBank. These complementary se-

quences were converted into the predominant strand form to facilitate the use of common genomic coordi-

nates for the respective group of targets during in silico analysis.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: IN SILICO EVALUATION OF

POLYOMAVIRUS QPCR AND RESULTS VISUALIZATION

General aspects

The in silico evaluations performed here estimate the ability of HPyV qPCR to discriminate targeted from non-

targeted HPyV genome sequences, using amodified computational procedure that we applied previously to

astroviruses (Nijhuis et al., 2018). Briefly, this procedure analyzed oligo/template complexes for a given set of

oligos at all possible genomic sites under specified concentrations (SantaLucia, 1998) to locate sites with

maximal melting temperatures (Tm) of the oligo/template annealing complexes. It followed a nearest-

neighbor approach, with Tm being the temperature at which the oligo and template molecules are equally

probable to be separated or annealed (McTigue et al., 2004). For degenerate oligos with degeneracy d, Tm

value for each oligo/template combination was calculated assuming that concentration of each unique oligo

is 1/d of the total oligos concentration, and Tm of the reaction was at themaximum value of Tm for the consid-

ered oligo/template combination (Table S3, ‘‘Compounds’’, ‘‘Degeneracy’’). For oligos conjugated with a mi-

nor groove binder, Tm value was increased by 15�C (Table S3, ‘‘Oligos’’, shown with [MGB]), due to the

average value of such increase estimated previously (Afonina et al., 1997; Kutyavin et al., 2000). The same con-

centration of target DNA (1 nM) was used in each qPCR during the in silico evaluation (Table S3, ‘‘Com-

pounds’’). As detailed below, the in silico qPCR evaluation involves calculation of several characteristics,

including T- and L-decisions, for each genomic sequence to assess sensitivity and selectivity of qPCR.
Temperature (T)-decision

Each PCR specifies annealing temperature Ta that is selected within a range of 45�C–60�C, and commonly

set to 60�C (standard Ta, see Table S3, ‘‘Annealing, Ta/sec’’). It must be substantially below the respective
20 iScience 25, 103613, January 21, 2022
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Tm, that ensures target recognition (true positives), but high enough to avoid recognition of nontargets

(false positives). To facilitate comparison of Ta-related results for oligo/template complexes of all analyzed

sequences by a PCR, we introduced a continuous T-decision function that changes from 0 to 1; it equals to

0.5, when Tm of oligo/template complex matches PCR Ta. Practically, we used T-ranges corresponding to

the T-decision [0.95–0.05] range to evaluate formation of the respective oligo/template complexes under a

given Ta (Figure 2). T-decisions were calculated for each pair of DNA template, target and nontarget, and

PCR oligonucleotide, two primers and probe, which then were used to calculate a T-decision for a DNA

template as a product of its T-decisions for all individual PCR oligos (template T-decision).

Length (L)-decision

Template recognition by PCR depends also on proper spacing of its annealing sites for PCR primer and

probe oligos. The latter must conform to product length maximum size and the lack of overlap between

annealing sites for certain oligo pairs, collectively forming ‘‘length’’ constraints of qPCR. The maximum am-

plicon length was set either at 400 nucleotides or at 200 nucleotides (according to the expected maximum

length of the PCR product, see Table S3, ‘‘Oligo location limitations’’ and ‘‘Product’’) and minimum dis-

tances between 50- and -30 ends of the corresponding oligos were set to 0 for oligos with the same polarity.

Due to evolutionary considerations, these constraints are most likely fulfilled for targets although not

necessarily for nontargets, if those diverged considerably at the expected cognate sites of annealing.

For these sequences, maximal Tm may be observed at alternative sites, either compatible or not with

the product length constraints of the qPCR. We called the respective binary outcome of comparison of

the calculated product lengths with permitted size ranges ‘‘L-decision’’; it equals either 1 or 0 when length

constraint was satisfied or not, respectively. L-decision was calculated for each pair of oligos, including

forward and reverse primers and a single probe, resulting in three L-decisions for a template, target or

nontarget. Also, template-wide L-decision was calculated as a product of (three) individual oligo-based

L-decisions (template L-decision).

Template cumulative decision

Finally, we calculated decision function for detection of individual templates and template groups (species)

that combined T- and L-decisions. The former was calculated using a product of T- and L-decisions for the

respective template. Detection of a group of target or nontarget templates was further estimated by sum-

marizing template cumulative decision values for all genome sequences in the group and dividing the ob-

tained value by the number of viruses in the group.

Sensitivity and selectivity of qPCR in silico

To characterize quality of template recognition by a PCR, we used sensitivity and selectivity. The latter term

is a counterpart to specificity, common in the field, and was defined as the extent to which the method can

be used to determine particular analytes in mixtures or matrices without interferences from other compo-

nents of similar behavior, as per International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) recommenda-

tion (Vessman et al., 2001).

Using both T- and L-decision values for a PyV template complexed with all oligos used by a PCR, an overall

template detection (p) by this PCR was calculated; ranging between 0 and 1. The calculated value p is in-

terpreted as true positive (TP), and 1-p as false negative (FN) for target sequences; and for nontarget

sequence, p is interpreted as false positive (FP) and 1-p as true negative (TN). Accordingly, cumulative

TP + FN of target sequences is always equal to the total number of targets and cumulative FP + TN of

nontarget sequences is equal to the total number of nontargets.

Finally, in silico sensitivity and selectivity of qPCR in respect to separate target sequences or an entire spe-

cies were calculated using respective TP, FN, FP, and TN values under standard Ta, original Ta supplied in

publications, or adjusted Ta (Table S3, ‘‘Sensitivity/Selectivity’’ and ‘‘Ta adjusted and original’’). The latter

corresponds to the temperature that maximized the average of the respective sensitivity and selectivity

(balanced classification rate, BCR).

Visualization of results

The results of a given HPyV qPCR evaluation were visualized using Tm maps generated with the original

software and Python/Perl package Plotly (Plotly Technologies Inc., 2015) (Figure 2). Tm was calculated
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for complexes of oligos (primers or probes) and DNA templates, target and nontarget, and plotted using

either 2D Tm maps for each pair of oligos (forward primer vs. reverse primer, forward primer vs. probe,

probe vs. reverse primer; probe polarity specified), or a single 3D Tm map for integral presentation of

the results with all three oligos involved. These Tm plots for each of 66 qPCRs analyzed in this study are

available at the https://veb.lumc.nl/MANUSCRIPTS/Polyomaviridae2021.cgi.
In vitro qPCR quality assessment

HPyV qPCRs were evaluated in vitro using Bio-Rad CFX Manager version 3.1. Cycling conditions were 95�C
for 15 min, followed by 45 cycles of 95�C for 30 s, 60�C for 30 s and 72�C for 30 s. Baseline threshold values

were determined separately for each target and fluorescence drift correction was applied. For qPCR opti-

mization, plasmids containing the relevant HPyV full genome or the Viral Protein 1 (VP1)-coding sequence

were used. To obtain HPyV plasmid 10-fold dilution series (10.000–1 copy/reaction), total DNA concentra-

tion of each target was measured in a Qubit 4 Fluorometer using a Qubit dsDNA HS Assay (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) following manufacturer’s instructions. Plasmids containing amismatch in the

annealing region were created by site-directed mutagenesis, using the QuikChange kit (Agilent Technol-

ogies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Resource website, related to Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6: Detailed description of each PCR and interactive Tm

maps (66 qPCRs in total, including modifications to BKPyV and TSPyV qPCR described above), accessible

via: https://veb.lumc.nl/MANUSCRIPTS/Polyomaviridae2021.cgi.
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